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infraMetrics®

This version Q3-2022

by
The most advanced data & analytics
platform for investors in unlisted infrastructure
What is infraMetrics?
InfraMetrics® is a unique data and analytics platform providing investors in unlisted
infrastructure with the deepest available insights into the value, performance, risks and costs
of investing unlisted infrastructure equity and debt.
§
§

Bottom-up: infraMetrics is available at the asset level, portfolio level and market level.
Actionable: Users of infraMetrics can compare and evaluate deals, strategies, styles
and markets across hundreds of granular subsegments of the infrastructure universe.

§

Robust: infraMetrics is based on tens of thousands of asset-level observations over
more than 20 years.

Academic roots
Created and managed by EDHECinfra on the foundation of a decade of research on unlisted
infrastructure investment at EDHEC Business School, infraMetrics is designed to produce
analytics based on large and representative samples and using academically validated
approaches rooted in modern financial theory and economics.
The infraMetrics advantage
• Best available data: The largest database in the world, representative and well-defined
• High-quality data: Asset-level data collected by hand and validated individually
• Rich and granular data: Indices for major markets and styles, valuation ratios, expected
returns, credit spreads, default risk and much, much more.
•
•

•

Robust data: Highly precise valuation and cash flow models with minimal range of
prediction error.
Industry-ready: Data and analytics available through a secure platform, Aladdin,
Rimes, Bloomberg, etc. Indices are updated monthly. Valuation and risk metrics quarterly.
Standards-aligned: Data and methods aligned with TICCS, IFRS, IOSCO and more.

Who uses infraMetrics?
Large investors, Asset managers, Asset Owners, Consultants, Pensions funds, Insurers, etc.

and
more…
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infraMetrics® Products
Market indices

Valuation metrics

Risk Metrics

25 key infrastructure
market indices covering
the main segments of
the unlisted equity and
debt universe including
the infra300 and
infraGreen indices.

Mark-to-market
valuation metrics
including EV/Ebitda,
credit spreads, revenue
growth and cost of
capital. Customisable to
your assets.

Extreme risk metrics such
as VaR or max
drawdown, cash flow risk
measures, credit risk,
and risk premia factor
exposures and prices.

Fund strategies

Peer group benchmarks

Manager ratings

very robust IRR or TVPI
quartile estimates based
on thousands of possible
paths for investment
funds. Choice of fee
scenarios and 100
segments.

Benchmarks by
aggregate peer group
style (TICCS® allocation)
for pension plans,
insurers, etc. including
peer group alpha and
rankings.

Fund-level ratings for
unlisted equity fund
managers based on
robust quartile rankings
of individual funds.

Asset Search ‘23Q1

Sustainability Risks ‘23Q1

Identify individual assets
by their characteristics,
save alerts for profit or
revenue warnings, and
create toy portfolios to
test your strategy.

Access emissions
(scopes 1, 2, 3) and
Transition and Physical
Risk VaRs for 700+
individual assets.

The EDHECinfra indices, which have a transparent and well-documented approach, have
brought about material improvement in terms of representativeness for the infrastructure
asset class. In addition, compared to other current options, the availability, frequency and
delay of index level publication are consistent with our performance measurement and
reporting needs, and make it a useful reference for our unlisted infrastructure equity fund
performance evaluation.
The OECD Pension Reserve Fund Administration Team
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infraMetrics® Use Cases
Strategy definition &
fund raising
You are an asset owner deciding to invest directly in infrastructure equity or debt…
…infraMetrics can be used to document the characteristics of the asset class including:
- differences of yield and pricing between different segments of the universe defined
according to an objective taxonomy of assets (TICCS) or risk/return styles (Core,
Core+, midmarket ...) or themes (Green Energy, Transport, etc.)
- cash flow growth and distribution patterns during the lifecycle of typical
investments and by segment and business model.
…infraMetrics can be used to define an infrastructure investment strategy or style:
- custom benchmarks combining or excluding certain segments or geography
- toy portfolios using a selection of 700 assets going back 10 to 20 years in 25 markets
- robust strategic asset allocation at the total portfolio level using monthly data
- expected yield of the strategy under different macro-economic scenarios
You are an asset manager fundraising for a new infrastructure fund…
…infraMetrics can be used to support the fund’s investment strategy or theme
- support the expected yield hypothesis of the fund with a robust prediction of yields
in different interest rates, asset demand and inflation scenarios with independent
and representative market data.
- showcase the quartile ranks of previous funds against a robust and representative
set of fund returns for the relevant vintage and style
- use historical data to showcase the benefits of the strategy in terms of cash flow
stability, inflation correlation and downside protection in bear markets

Asset selection &
capital deployment
You are an asset owner investing directly in infrastructure or a fund manager deploying
capital for a new fund…
…infraMetrics can be used to source individual assets
- access a database of hundreds of fully documented assets with their financial
history, revenue forecasts, independent valuations, default risk assessment and
climate or social risk metrics,
- compare individual assets with market benchmarks for all financials, valuation,
credit risk and sustainability metrics, as well as the social acceptability of certain
infrastructure projects in different countries
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infraMetrics® Use Cases

Asset selection & capital
deployment (continued)
You are an asset owner investing directly in infrastructure or a fund manager
deploying a capital for a new fund…
…infraMetrics can be used to decide how to invest in individual assets
- at which price to bid given different assumptions in terms of cash flow
growth, changes in the yield curve, pressure on market prices (yield
compression) while meeting the target yield of the strategy/fund.
- In which year to exit the investment given the expected changes in
fundamentals and their impact on the yield
…infraMetrics can be used to inform the portfolio construction strategy
- determine the return contributions of the existing portfolio using the TICCS
segments data
- find the sectors or regions to focus on to best deliver the strategy and
improve the diversification of the portfolio

Fund manager selection &
reporting performance to LPs
You are an asset owner or a fund of funds manager trying to select fund managers…
…infraMetrics can be used to compare the track record of asset managers
- robust quartile rankings of individual managers are available for any style,
geography, or vintage.
- calculate the alpha of managers relative to the right market benchmarks
- estimate the improvement in diversification of adding individual managers to an
existing portfolio
You are a fund manager wanting to report to LPs…
…infraMetrics can be used to report your performance against fair and representative
quartile ranks, and to highlight the quality of asset selection and investment timing.
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infraMetrics® Use Cases

Reporting performance &
financial and sustainability risks
You are a regulated asset owner needing to report portfolio risk metrics to prudential
authorities …
…infraMetrics can be used to report monthly risk numbers including VaR and drawdown,
and to calibrate Solvency-like internal models for both unlisted infrastructure equity VaR
and private infrastructure debt spread shocks.
You are a fund manager needing to comply with product-level risk report rules…
…infraMetrics can be used to calibrate risk metrics reported in KID documents under
various financials product regulations e.g. PRIIPs, using monthly data to compute VaR
numbers and improve product risk scores.
You are an asset owner or fund manager wanting to document climate risk exposures…
…infraMetrics can be used to know measure sustainability risks
- the carbon efficiency of several hundred assets that are individually tracked in the
database and be used to benchmark carbon efficiency of other assets.
- The market value of extreme risks created the energy transition and carbon taxes.
- The exposure of individual assets to specific physical risk hazards and scenarios
including flooding and heat and the market value of extreme losses associated with
these risks.
You are an asset owner or fund manager wanting to document climate and social
impacts and to report sustainability data (TCFD/SFDR) …
…infraMetrics can be used to report impacts, including to
-

-

document the positive and negative sentiments expressed in the press and social
media about specific segments and assets in a given country and to assess the
average social acceptability of the infrastructure portfolio.
report scope 1 to 3 emissions for several hundred assets that are individually
tracked in the database and to model emissions for other assets.
document the article 8 and 9 (SFDR) qualification of a fund using the direct link
between TICCS and the EU taxonomy and infraMetrics emissions data and
benchmarks.
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Valuation metrics
Backed by thousands of monthly computations of asset prices, calibrated to match actual
secondary prices, infraMetrics is a robust source of valuation data, from price ratios to cost of
capital and cash flow profile estimates. Equity and debt investors can find the latest range of
valuation metrics for more than 400 individual segments of the unlisted infrastructure market.

fon

Fund Strategies
The infraMetrics fund strategy analyser allows benchmarking the gross and net performance
of unlisted infrastructure funds using robust IRR and multiple quartiles that are not biased or
skewed by the limitation of manager contributed data. With this tool, thousands of
observations of the typical performance of infrastructure funds in hundreds of segments,
dozens of geographies and 20 years of vintages are available and updated quarterly with no
lag. With this tool, infrastructure manager selection and fund monitoring are not hindered by
unreliable and biased reported fund performance data anymore.
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infra300® index
The most representative view of global unlisted infrastructure equity investment performance.

DESCRIPTION
The objective of the infra300® index is to replicate a broad market exposure to the
different TICCS® segments of the unlisted infrastructure reference universe in the most active
markets in the world. It provides a genuine view of how the broad infrastructure asset class
performs across strategies and styles gross of fees or other costs. The index is calculated
monthly as total return index and adjusted annually.

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE
Local currency returns

MONTHLY TOTAL RETURNS
Local currency returns

INDEX CHARACTERISTICS
Index code

ed833c2c

Bloomberg

infra300*

Index calculator

Scientific Infra

Index type
Index currencies

Global
Local/USD/EUR/GBP/AUD/hedged

Index constituents
Market cap (USD)

300
247.3bn

* only available as quarterly time series in Bloomberg

Base value / date
Last price
Dividend yield
Featured release
Index launch
History

1000 / 2005-03-01
7912
7.80%
2021-04-30
2019-06-31
available back to 2000-03-01
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GROSS EXPECTED RETURNS (mean and quartiles) as of 31 March 2021
1st Quartile

Median

Mean

Last 6 quarters

6.63

8.11

8.25

3rd Quartile
9.52

Last 5 years

6.48

8.16

8.14

9.54

Last 10 years

7.36

9.16

9.27

10.84
10.85

REALISED PERFORMANCE** as of 31 May 2021
Total returns

1M

6M

YTD

1YR

3YR*

5YR*

0.81%

-1.15%

-2.15%

-1.93%

4.69%

4.93%

* Annualised, ** Local currency returns, data available in USD, EUR, GBP, AUD, JPY and hedged

YOY CASH YIELD as of 31 March 2021
1YR

3YR

5YR

10YR

Income return*

7.1%

8.1%

8.1%

8.9%

Capital return*

-10.9%

-2.9%

-0.9%

5.5%

* Annualised

RISK as of 31 March 2021
SHARPE RATIO

MAX DRAWDOWN

99.5% VaR*

3YR

5YR

10YR

3YR

5YR

10YR

3YR

5YR

10YR

0.37

0.44

0.99

-10.3

-10.5

-11.7

17.1

19.7

21.2

* Cornish-Fisher

TICCS® ALLOCATIONS

FIVE FAQs ABOUT THE infra300 INDEX (find out more at docs.edhecinfra.com)
How can I use this index to prepare a request for proposals (RFP)?
When preparing a new RFP for a private infrastructure equity mandate, the infra300® index
provides a representative market index that captures the evolution of the asset class over
time and informs forward looking returns. With the infra300 index, you can design your RFP
and benchmark responses relative to a broad index tracking 300 investments in 22
countries. If you want to issue an RFP for a global mandate, the infra300® index is a good
starting point. You may receive responses that are in line with this benchmark. If they are
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significantly higher, they are likely to be driven by backward-looking exit hypotheses, or
not really be pure infrastructure investments.
What happened to unlisted infrastructure equity returns since 2000?
Unlisted infrastructure equity investments have become more in demand amongst
investors for the past two decades. While these investments are risky, higher demand has
led to a significant repricing over time, especially between 2009 and 2017. Lower risk
premia led to significant capital gains. In recent years, expected returns have stabilised at
around 8% for the infra300® universe. Recently, realized returns have underperformed
expected returns because of Covid 19 and increasing interest rates in late 2019 and early
2021. The cash yield of infrastructure companies remains one of its most attractive
features at 7-8% year-on-year.
How is the infra300 index designed?
The infra300® index is designed as a representation of a broader universe of c.6,800 investible
unlisted infrastructure companies identified in 25 key markets. The objective of the index is to
match the TICCS® allocations of the universe, i.e. to represent the range of business models
(regulated, merchant, contracted), industrial activities (Transport, Data, Network Utilities,
Renewables, etc.) and corporate structures (project finance vs. corporates) that have been
available to investors over time since 2000.
Where does the data come from?
Constituent-level data is hand collected, updated, and analysed each quarter based on
the latest available financials and market information. Secondary market transaction
price data is used to calibrate an asset valuation model (see below). Risk-free rate data
is sourced from Bloomberg.
How is index performance computed?
The infra300® is a calculated index (as opposed to a contributed one). Each month, the
market value of its constituents is re-estimated using a DCF method based on revised
expected cash flows, changes in the risk-free rate term structure and changes in each
constituent’s risk premia. The risk premia of each constituent is the result of a linear
combination of risk factor exposures and premia which are re-estimated on each
quarter-end date based on recent secondary market transactions. Between quarters, the
risk premia is linearly interpolated and risk-free data updated to obtain discount rates.
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Compliance with the 2013 IOSCO principles for financial benchmarks
Governance
Appropriate governance arrangements are in place to protect the integrity of the Benchmark
determination process and to address conflicts of interest:
- A single entity is responsible for all aspects of the benchmark determination process.
- No activities related to the benchmark determination are undertaken by third parties.
- There are no conflicts of interests related to the entity responsible for the benchmark
determination process.
- A control framework is in place to monitor and validate the inputs and outputs of the
benchmark determination process.
Quality and transparency of the Benchmark
- The data used to construct the infra300 is based on prices formed by the competitive
forces of supply and demand in the 25 most active markets and are anchored by
hundreds of observable transactions entered at arm’s length between buyers and
sellers in the market for unlisted infrastructure equity.
- The benchmark is built based on clear rules regarding the hierarchy of data inputs and
the exercise of expert judgment used for the determination of infra300 index.
- Each publication of the infra300 index is the object of a concise explanation sufficient to
facilitate a subscriber’s or market authority’s ability to understand how the index
determination was developed, as well as a concise explanation of the extent to which
and the basis upon which judgment, if any, was used in establishing a determination.
This data is published on the EDHECinfra website each quarter.
- EDHECinfra conducts periodic reviews (annual and bi-annual) of the conditions in the
underlying market for unlisted infrastructure equity to determine whether it has
undergone structural changes that might require changes to the design of the
methodology.
Quality of the Methodology
- Detailed methodology and technical documentation of the approach and methods
used to make infra300 determinations, with sufficient detail to allow stakeholders to
understand how the infra300 is derived and to assess its representativeness, its
relevance to Stakeholders, and its appropriateness as a reference for financial
instruments are available on the EDHECinfra website (docs.edhecinfra.com).
-

The rationale of any proposed material change in the infra300 methodology and
procedures for making such changes are made available on the same website.

-

Guidelines for data submitters (Data Contributor Code of Conduct) is available on the
EDHECinfra website.

Accountability
-

Stakeholders may
determinations.

-

EDHECinfra preserves an audit trail and cooperates with regulators at their demand.

submit

complaints

concerning

about

specific

infra300
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Access
metrics.edhecinfra.com
Technical documentation
docs.edhecinfra.com
Contact us
sales@edhecinfra.com
About EDHECinfra and Scientific Infra
EDHECinfra, a venture of the renowned international EDHEC Business School, is an index data, benchmarks, analytics,
and research provider for investors in the unlisted infrastructure universe. We have built the largest, most
representative database of underlying infrastructure investments in the world. Indices we provide help investors to
measure the risk-adjusted performance of private infrastructure debt and equity within their portfolios. Our indices
use the latest market information to measure the fair value of thousands of unlisted infrastructure debt and equity
investments in 25 countries. We can also create customized benchmarks for individual investors who require specific
TICCS® tilts in their portfolio benchmark. Our research hub, a team of experts who create and maintain our indices, is
based in Singapore. We also have a business center in London to serve the financial community in Europe and North
America.

DISCLAIMER
The EDHECinfra indices calculated by EDHEC Infrastructure Institute are for research purposes and in no case constitute
an investment recommendation or allocation. As a result, neither EDHEC Infrastructure Institute nor EDHEC are
responsible for the material or moral consequences of their use, which are the sole responsibility of the user. Publication
of the index composition data and the financial characteristics that could be associated with these components does
not constitute promotion or a solicitation to invest in these components but provides useful additional information for
the proper study and use of the indices. Neither EDHEC Infrastructure Institute nor EDHEC are responsible for the material
or moral consequences of errors or omissions that may affect the calculation of the infrastructure indices that they
publish or the calculations that are carried out using these indices. The EDHECinfra and EDHEC Infrastructure Institute
trademarks and the EDHECinfra index data are the exclusive property of EDHEC. The usage and reproduction of the
names and data of EDHECinfra or EDHEC Infrastructure Institute indices can only be done on condition that the following
mention is included when data from these indices, or calculations conducted using these indices, are reproduced.

